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Chronic skin wounds affect more than 40 million patients globally and represent a severe

growing burden for the healthcare systems, with annual costs expected to exceed $15

billions by 2022. To satisfy the huge demand for effective wound care products, different

types of wound dressings have been introduced on the market during the last decades.

Furthermore, thanks to the advancements achieved in biomaterial design and processing,

biotechnology, imaging and electronic fields, great effort has been devoted to the

research and development of innovative formulations able to actively participate to tissue

healing. Nevertheless, the lack of patient personalization results in wound dressings with

reduced effectiveness. In this scenario, this talk describes the engineering of ad-hoc

customizable formulations aiming at solving this critical issue and improving wound

dressing capability to effectively enhance tissue healing.

Personalized patches: the new frontier for treating chronic skin wounds?

Dr. Jacopo 
Secco

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, it was renowned that chronic wounds affected roughly

2% of the world population. Due to the increase of bedridden patients parting from 2020,

it is estimated that the number of affected people in the world has risen to around 4%.

Moreover, there is a constant need coming directly form the medical community, for new

devices that can help the tele-monitoring of chronic syndromes such as cutaneous ulcers.

In the last years our research group has committed itself in the development of the

WoundViewer, an integrated telemedical device able to automatically analyze chronic

wounds through a Memristor Cellular Automata (MCA) designed and trained for this

specific scope. This work will present the data obtained from the clinical trial performed

with the device on a cohort of 150 patients suffering from three different kinds of chronic

wounds at different states. Moreover, a short comprehensive review of the most impactful

technologies in this field will be shown in order to demonstrate the ever-growing need for

better diagnostics aided by technology for chronic wound patient management. The

presented data prove that the used systems such as the ones presented can provide useful

and much needed advantages in different actual critical fields such as patient care, helping

caregivers to maintain a high standard of cure.

Advantages of telemedicine in the cure of chronic wounds, an overview of the 
available technologies

4000 years b.C Sumerians were able to prepare many medicaments and the same were

used to do Assyrians, Babylonians and Egyptians 3000 years b.C. Hippocrates and

Galenus developed this knowledge that was frozen during the European scientific

darkness following the Roman Empire end. The golden age of the Arab Science (9th -13th

centuries) contributed a lot to European Renaissance when Paracelsus conceived human

body as a chemical laboratory. However, only at the end of the 19th century the real

origins of many diseases were discovered and after the 2nd world war drug delivery

entered in its modern age. Notably, the first example of mathematical model trying to

simulate drug release appeared in 1961 and the clear affirmation of mathematical

modelling took place in the last twenty years of the 20th century. The third millennium

enlarged the horizon of mathematical modelling focusing on the description of the

simultaneous processes of drug release, absorption, distribution and elimination

exploiting the Paracelsus’ belief.

Evolution of drug delivery and related mathematical modelling 

Prof. Mario 
Grassi
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Natural products are useful to obtain and design drugs from ancient times. Resources

from nature have been used as herbal medicine throughout human history. Several natural

compounds show interesting biological or pharmacological activities, providing so

beneficial effects for treating some human ailments. Since Biblical times and before,

honey showed a close history with humankind. Honey was not only the first sweetener

utilized but it was for long time also intended as an ointment and a drug. Several positive

effects can be attributed to honey. The best known is the antibacterial action, due to the

production of hydrogen peroxide, to the large presence of sugars and to some small

compounds with antibacterial action. But, in recent years, honey's positive role in wound

repair is also emerging. We will focus on the cellular and molecular mechanisms of

actions of honey on cells, demonstrating that honey is very attractive for wound repair and

tissue regeneration approaches.

Honey and tissue regeneration: an unusual Ca2+ affair

Dr. Jochen 
Salber

Numerous biomedical research groups worldwide now report the successful

establishment of in vitro 3D models of human skin in their laboratories. Some even report

the successful blood vessel implementation and/or pigmentation of their models. All this

reads excitingly and seems interesting, but what is required to be successful in the

treatment of ulcers and the development of improved wound dressings and/or therapies

using in vitro models and implementing 3Rs? However, these approaches can only be a

first step in the right direction. To establish personalized 3D in vitro skin wound models,

a juvenile capillary network must be connected to a circulation unit without defects. In

order to assess the efficacy and efficiency of new wound dressings and other therapeutics,

the immune system must be involved and at least primitive innervation must be

established. In the end, such a human cell-based full-thickness skin equivalent must stand

up to critical comparison.

From the simpler human bilayer ED equivalent to the highly complex 
personalized in vitro ulcer model - What is left to do?


